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My research interests primarily lie at the intersection of computer vision and natural language              
processing with application to robotics. The primary focus of my research would be in              
understanding multi-modal data in particular images in sequence, videos and text. 
  
Images by themselves have been the starting point in an attempt to enable machines to ‘see.'                
Over the years, great work in this direction has progressed the problem from face-detection [1] to                
recognizing several object categories in an image [2]. The current object detection algorithms are              
approximated to correctly discriminate about 3.33% of the object categories humans can [3]. In              
the most traditional sense, object recognition is still an open problem for computers to be able to                 
tell all object categories apart. My research work thus far has focused on detecting pedestrians in                
an image from a camera on a moving vehicle. Starting with hue-based ‘human tracking’ from an                
autonomous mobile robot [4], the horizon of my research has broadened to design features for               
better recognition in the context of detecting multiple object classes in a video. Even with the                
advent of deep learning based approaches, our AI systems are still far from human level               
performance for ‘complete image understanding’. Through my research, I am interested in            
answering questions such as – What are we missing ? Can we do better ? 
  
For computers to be able to ‘see ' as humans do, it is important that we look at this problem from                    
a holistic point of view instead of solving a single modality i.e. an image. As a kindergarten                 
child, how did we learn – ‘What is what?’, ‘Where is what?' to name a few questions which are                   
basic for us, but naturally not so basic for a machine. As a child new to the world - were we able                      
to distinguish between objects without being told ‘associations’ with these objects? I would say –               
No! An ‘apple’ and the color ‘red’ holds a significant embedding in our brains. Moreover, while                
learning about an Apple, we also learned several associations with it such as ‘round,’ ‘trees,’               
‘healthy’ as demonstrated in Figure 1. It is thus a natural choice that when machines learn to see,                  
they are fed in with not only images but also, language associations with these visuals.  

 
         Figure 1: How kids learn what is an ‘Apple’? Instances of image-language pairs used in 

children's’ books teaching them about Apple and it’s associations.  
 [ Images and associations from the web ] 



 
  
Recent advances in this direction by asking questions about a picture a.k.a. 'Visual Question              
Answering' tasks [5] are a step on the path towards solving multi-modal AI. However, when we                
think of building an AI system, we want to address the challenge that the system understands not                 
just the semantically but also, contextually for correctly interpreting both modalities in            
agreement with each other. How could we overcome this problem? Let us think again from the                
perspective of how humans learned at the first place? 
  
Is a one-year-old child exposed to only an instance of data (image alone) to derive context? Did                 
we understand how events around us relate to each other by sampled data? I believe humans can                 
comprehend a scene holistically primarily due to their exposure to the world is a continuous               
function of time series . Exploiting temporal information in videos has been widely used via              
different approaches. In my previous work of detecting people on the road, temporal information              
served as heuristic cues to improve localization and in dropping false positives and thereby              
increasing accuracy. However, this is one way to use the temporal dynamics once the system has                
made a decision. The key to understanding a chronologically ordered sequence of images with              
associated text would be in deriving context and relational associations from temporal data [6]. 
  
Furthermore, I wish to understand at a much deeper level how we can make the AI systems more                  
human-like. For instance, can we enable ‘common sense’ in AI systems like humans? [7].              
Thinking of the connotation of a one-year-old again, back then I sure did not know whether a                 
person who is wearing eye-glasses implies a 20/20 vision or not [5]. However, with years of age,                 
it became apparent and is termed as 'common sense' by humans. Probably the learning in my                
brain went in the following order of events in life: 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
My parents:  “Don’t watch too much TV Khimya. It is bad for your eyes!” 
My mother: “Your friend Jack has been playing too many video games and ended up with eye                 
glasses.” 
Khimya: "Sadly I am unable to see small text which is far in the distance, Do you know what is                    
wrong?" 
My father: "Let us go to an eye doctor, you might need eye glasses." 
Doctor after making me read several letters with different powers of lens: "Seems like you have                
spent a lot of time too close in front of the computer Khimya. Let us fix your eyes with glasses." 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In most likelihood, it is the combination of above sequence of conversations associated with the               
scenes in these life events that happened in my childhood that it is but 'common sense' for me                  
that eye glasses mean a non-perfect vision. Different human beings (aka agents) would have had               
different paths to this learning. However, to learn a relational context with events over time -                



exposure to both scenes and natural language is thus a natural key in building AI systems more                 
human-like systems. Leveraging the information from a video or a sequence of chronologically             
ordered related images (Figure 2) would help learn long-range associations over time. The             
release of new datasets such as the MovieQA dataset [8] and visual storytelling dataset              
introducing Stories of Images in Sequence (SIS) descriptions [9] will accelerate research in this              
direction for a machine to achieve a human level understanding. Such a system would have the                
ability to tell “Why did Cinderella have to rush at midnight ?” in the context of Figure 2. 
 

 
 Figure 2: Leveraging information in the form of a sequence of chronologically ordered related 

images or videos we could teach machines context and associations challenging to learn by 
looking at images alone. 

 [ Story and images are taken from http://princess.disney.com/cinderellas-story to illustrate ideas alone] 
 
With our memory of prior sequence of events, humans can ‘wisely' discriminate which regions in               
an image are salient and where to ‘attend.' My previous work on understanding where people               
look in comic panels has led me to firmly believe that visual saliency in an image is not just                   
related to the still alone [10]. Several factors such as content, the task at hand, and contextual                 
priors play a significant role in knowing where to attend in an image. Capturing a global                
structure is thus vital in understanding both the modalities in conjunction with each other. The               
research would aim to seek answers to questions such as - how could we learn effective rich                 
representations in the joint space of text and images? 
  
Extended Goals: 
Most of the work I envision in the next 3-4 years encompasses supervised learning, which in turn                 
heavily relies on data! What would an AI system do if it comes across data it has never seen                   
before? Fail? Probably yes! Moving towards a real AI system, we would need the machines we                
built to reinforce learning and evolve with time, just as humans do. My future goals would                

http://princess.disney.com/cinderellas-story


address the inclusion of learning on-the-go, enabling an AI system to be in an open loop instead                 
of a closed one. 
  
Think about it, we as humans do not know everything. How are we able to answer or learn more                   
as we go? A majority of our new learnings happen via a massive database called the web! Online                  
learning would be the key to enabling machines to teach themselves, learn policies which help               
them improve their learnings with time. When a robot interacts with its environment and fails to                
get the task right, it is penalized and as an effect tries to learn the optimum policy to do it better                     
the next time. RL by itself is very powerful a tool. I envision applying RL to multi-modal AI in                   
the near future. 
 
Aspirations: 
Research institutions with research groups led by professors dedicated to achieving human-level            
machine understanding are great sources of inspiration. The groups led by researchers working             
actively at the intersection of computer vision and natural language processing would provide me              
the collaborative environment and guide me in achieving my research goals. Working with             
‘makers’ of the AI community to address how multi-modal AI can soon achieve what is ‘fiction’                
today would not only facilitate impactful research but also, hone my skills leading to a career in                 
academia. 
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